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Electric Grid Jurisdiction – Federal Power Act

• FERC: Wholesale markets
• States: Siting, resource
mix, retail sales

• FERC: Interstate planning,
operations and rates
• States: Intrastate
planning, ops and rates

• States: Planning,
operations and rates
• FERC: DERs in wholesale
markets

Image: U.S. Department of Energy, “Grid Modernization Multi-Year Program Plan”
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Pressures on Federal Power Act structure
The regulatory lines drawn by the Federal Power Act are a question of policy
•

Federal government’s authority rooted in wholesale transmission and generation

•

Interplay of the Commerce Clause (federal government regulates interstate commerce) and the 10 th amendment
(powers not reserved to the federal government belong to the states)

•

From an engineering standpoint, only material difference between transmission and distribution is voltage

•

Technological advances are increasingly blurring the lines established in the Federal Power Act

FERC Order 841
•

Directs regional market operators to accommodate energy storage in market design and operations

•

While stopping short of requiring markets to include distributed energy resources aggregation, did direct ISOs to
facilitate the participation of behind-the-meter storage

•

NARUC challenged the order, arguing that state regulators have sole authority over distribution-connected
resources

•

Courts affirmed Order 841, concluding that FERC’s authority over wholesale markets extends to all resources
capable of participating in them, regardless of the point of interconnection
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Pressures on Federal Power Act structure
FERC Order 2222
•

Issued shortly after the courts affirmed Order 841

•

Directs market operators to allow distributed energy resource (DER) aggregators to participate

•

Compliance filings due Aug. 30, 2021

Additional evolution in the roles of federal and state regulators seems likely
At the Energy Storage Association’s Policy Forum last week, FERC chairman Richard Glick was asked if any
changes are needed to the Federal Power Act. His response:
•

There’s a need to revisit the line that has been drawn between the federal government and states on energy
regulation

•

Existing line was drawn in 1945 and may not make sense with current technologies

•

Courts have recognized the impact of DERs on wholesale rates, but there is still a lot of tension there and it
would be nice for everyone involved if we could have some more clarity
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Rapid growth of DERs will continue to apply
pressure
U.S. Installed, Net Metered PV (MW)

U.S. Installed, Net Metered Storage (MW)
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• Net metered PV installations grew by a
factor of 15x from 2010-2019
• Non-net metered, distributed PV grew
from 236 MW in 2010 to 1,460 MW in
2020 (just 6% of total distributed PV)
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• Storage connected to a net metered
system has increased by 10x since 2016
• Non-net metered, distributed storage
grew from 0.2 MW in 2011 to 160 MW in
2019 (40% of total distributed storage)
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Impacts on Electric Distribution Companies
Traditional electrical distribution company (EDC) model was static and straightforward
•

Distribution system planning and operations – limited transparency

•

Retail rate design

•

Performance based on reliability metrics (SAIDI, SAIFI, etc.)

The growth of DERs is leading some states to re-evaluate the role of EDCs
•

Increased scrutiny of distribution system planning – more transparent planning processes

•

Implementation of more sophisticated rate design in support of policy objective (EV integration, peak reduction,
renewables integration, etc.)

•

Performance metrics expanding to include contribution to policy goals (DER integration, decarbonization, etc.)
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Examples of Changing State Policies for EDCs
CA: Integrated Capacity Analysis

MN: Distribution System Planning
The Minnesota PUC adopted integrated
distribution planning requirements in 2018,
with the goal of:

•

California PUC requires utilities to conduct public integrated
capacity analyses, which allow customers and developers
to identify available interconnection capacity on each circuit

•

Increasing safety, security and reliability of
the state’s grid

•

Facilitate increased customer engagement
and empowerment

•

Create grid platforms to enable increased
adoption and utilization of DERs

•

Reduce system costs through the
optimization of DERs

•

Create more transparency for the PUC
and other stakeholders to review and
understand utility investment decisions
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Examples of Changing State Policies for EDCs
NY: Reforming the Energy Vision (REV)

• Redefines EDCs as Distribution System Platform Providers (DSPP)
• New function: provide a technology-neutral platform for integrating customer DERs on a “plug-and-play”
basis
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Ownership Models and Policy Goals: Overview
Energy storage technologies offer an unprecedented degree of flexibility to the electric grid in
both operational and locational terms.
•

Operationally, energy storage’s ability to act as either a generator or a load and its ability to rapidly respond to
changing grid needs enable it to provide a wide range of services

•

In locational terms, the scalability of energy storage enables it to be deployed at multiple points on the electric
grid by different owners for different purposes

Who deploys energy storage and where it is deployed are two factors that have significant
impact on how the device will be used.
•

Energy storage may be installed in front of the meter (FTM) or behind the meter (BTM)

•

Energy storage may be owned by utilities, customers, third parties, or some hybrid configuration of the parties

•

The use cases for energy storage identified by state policies; and

•

Through various permutations of these two factors, there are at least seven distinct ownership models for energy
storage, based on where the device is connected, who controls it, and how it is used.
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Emerging Ownership Model Case Studies
BTM: Utility-Owned

FTM: Utility/3rd Party Hybrid

BTM: Utility/Customer Hybrid

Liberty Utilities (NH)

Green Mountain Power (VT)

Hawaiian Electric (HI)

•

Utility installs, owns, and controls
device on customer premises

•

•

Hybrid project: 30 MW solar and
30 MW/120 MWh storage

•

Used for customer rate
management and peak reduction

•

Agreement with project developer
AES structured like a power
purchase agreement (PPA)

•

AES builds and owns the project;
utility pays a monthly lump-sum
payment and controls assets

•

•

Provides backup power to
customers during outages

Liberty Utilities

Initial program
was similar to
Liberty’s
Now a bringyour-own device
program

Green
Mountain
Power

•

Customer buys
device with help
of large utility
incentive

•

Utility dispatches devices for
customer rate management and
peak reduction

•

Peak reduction saved all
customers $500k in 2018

Greentech Media
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Policy Case Study: Maryland’s Ownership Pilot
Program
Maryland’s Energy Storage Pilot Project Act (SB 573 – 2019) creates a unique pilot program
designed to test not only storage technologies, but different ownership models.
•

Each of the state’s four investor-owned utilities must solicit offers for at least two of four ownership models:

Utility-Owned
• Utility owns and
controls storage
project for grid
reliability.

Utility/3rd Party
Owned
• Utility owns and
controls storage for
grid reliability.

• 3rd Party operates
• Utility operates
project in wholesale
storage in wholesale
markets.
markets when it is
not needed for
distribution reliability.

3rd Party Ownership

Virtual Power Plants

• Utility contracts with
a storage project
that is owned by a
3rd party for grid
reliability.

• Utility aggregates, or
uses a 3rd party
aggregator, to
receive grid services
from multiple
distributed storage
projects owned by
customers or a 3rd
party.

• 3rd party operates
the project for
wholesale markets.

• The total size of the pilot projects will be between 5 and 10 MW, with at least 15 MWh.
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State and Federal Policies Establish Diverse
Expectations for Energy Storage
Policymakers at the state and federal level have identified several roles for energy
storage:
• Resource adequacy

• Transmission/distribution system services

• Peak reduction

• Transmission/distribution investment deferral

• Ancillary services

• Resilience

• Renewables integration

• Decarbonization

• Customer rate management

The ability of energy storage to provide these services is shaped by its point of
interconnection and the needs of the owner. In some cases, additional infrastructure
or mechanisms may be necessary to facilitate a particular use.
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Ownership Models and Policy Goals: The Nexus
Front of Meter

Behind the Meter

Resource
Adequacy
Owner

Peak
Reduction

Readily provided
Ancillary
services

Renewables
Integration

Conditionally provided
Customer
T&D
T&D
Rate
Services Deferral
Management

Cannot be provided
Resilience Decarbon
-ization

Utility
Third Party

Utility/Third
Party
Hybrid
Utility
Customer
Utility/
Customer
Hybrid
Third Party/
Customer
Hybrid
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Summary
Key points:
• Energy storage can be an enabling technology in support of multiple state energy policies, but
• How storage is used varies by where it is installed and who is using it, so
• To ensure that storage investments support policy objectives, policymakers may want to consider
addressing ownership.

There are tradeoffs associated with different ownership models:
• Utilities have greater visibility into grid needs and can more readily site and dispatch storage to meet
them (particularly in vertically integrated regions), but pass all costs onto customers
• Third-party ownership may reduce costs and provide some grid visibility, but third parties may
struggle to achieve the same level of visibility
• Customer ownership can reduce the costs that are assigned to all customers and enable customers
to control energy usage, but requires additional mechanisms to enable/incent desired usage
• Hybrid models may combine strengths of different models while minimizing weaknesses
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